
Name

H. Edward Cam'p D.C,, C.C,E.P., C.C.S.P., Q.M.E.
Chiropractic Ceftified Extremity Practitioner

Chiropractic Ceftified Sports Physician
Qualified Medical Evaluator

PATIENT REGISTRATION

Date

Address

City State

Phone: Home

Date of Birth Age_Sex_Occupation

Employer Phone ( ) Address

Is this a Work Comp or Auto Accident injury ? tr Yes tr No

Referred By Family Doctor

In Case of Emergency, Contact

Address of Emergency Contact

Phone ( )

Relationship to the Patient:

CONSENT TO CHIROPRACTIC TREATMENT OF A MINIOR

as parent or guardian, knowing that
has a condition requiring diagnosis and chiropractic treatment, do hereby voluntarily consent to
have my child/ward undergo such diagnostic examination procedures, x-rays, and Chiropractic
treatment by Dr. H. Edward Camp, his assistants or designees as seen necessary in his judgment.

Signature of person legally authorized to consent for patient Relationship to patient

7ip

( ) Cell ( ) E-Mail

Date Witness



Ed Camp Chiropractic Financial Policy

I am very pleased to have you as my patient, and I am committed to providing you with the best
possible professional care. Your understanding of my financial policy is impoftant to our
relationship. Please ask me any questions if you have any. Thank you in advance, Dr. Camp

Insurance

Due to all the various insurance plans now in effect, I require that you check with your own
insurance carrier/s regarding my pafticipation in your network. I have created a form to assist you
with this process including the questions you need to ask your carrier to clarify. There are many
instances where even though I am contracted with your carrier, the carrier has networks in which
I do not pafticipate. If my office does not participate in your network, you will be responsible for a
large poftion of, or the entire bill. The contact information to reach your carrier should be on the
back of your card. It is your responsibility to inform me of any changes to your coverage or new
card or policy number issued to you, should any changes take place.

Pre-authorization

Some insurance plans require pre-authorization for services in my office. It is your responsibility to
acquire the appropriate paperwork/authorization prior to our first visit. If the visit is not authorized
in advance you may be responsible for the entire cost of the services rendered.

Co-pay's are to be paid at the time of service. I will send your carrier a claim for all services
provided. You will be billed for any balance after your carrier settles your claim.

Payment Expectations

If you are not covered by insurance you will be required to pay for services at the time
they are rendered.

If we bill insurance for you and there are balances due, payments are expected within thirty days
of the statement. My office accepts cash, checks, and credit cards. There will be a g35 charge for
any returned check.

Exceptions

I do accept personal injury cases on an attorney lien. In this instance I will wait to be paid until
the case settles. I expect at the time of settlement, to be paid in full for the seruices rendered.
Due to the fact that it often takes a year or more to settle these Wpes of cases, there is no
negotiation after the fact with your attorney.

I have read and understand Dr. Camp's financial policy and have had the opportunity to ask Dr.
Camp questions if I have any.

Signature Printed Name Date



CASE HISTORY

Name Date

What is your major complaint ?

Other complaints

How long have you had this condition ?

Have you had this or similar conditions in the past ?

What activities aggravate your condition ?

Is this condition getting progressively worse? tr Yes tr No fl Constant tr Comes and goes

Is this condition interfering with: Work tr Yes El No, Sleep tr Yes tr No. Hours lost per night

Daily routine E Yes E No, Other issues:

How long has it been since you really felt good ?_
Others Seen for this condition: n MD tr DC tl DO tr Physical Therapist D DDS

Doctors name:

Diagnosis:

X-rays tr Yes E No, What area/s: UrinalysistrYestrNo

Blood Tests: tl Yes El No, What Tests ?

Treatment received from other providers:

Medication/s Physiotherapy

What were the results

Length of time under care ? Were you off work ? tr yes E No, If so, for how long ?

Have you returned to your same job ? tl Yes tr No. If not, why ?



X all Present symptoms

HEAD
EHeadache

Bsinus (allergy)
Eentire head
Dback of head
Eforehead
Etemples
Emigraine

EHead feels heavy
Eloss of memory
trLighrheadedness
EFainting
trLight bothers eyes
EBluned Vision
EDouble Vision
flLoss of Vision
Eloss of Taste
Eloss of balance
EDizziness
Eloss of hearing
EPain in ears
trRinging in ears
EBuzzing in ears

NECK
flPain in neck
DNeck painwlmovement

Eforward
Ebackward
Eturn to left
Eturn to right
Dbend to left
Ebend to the right

trPinched nerve in neck
ENeck feels out of place
EMuscle spasms in neck
flGrinding sounds in neck
EPopping sounds in neck
trArthritis in neck

SHOULDERS
EPain in shoulder joint

R-L
flPain across shoulders
DBursitis (R-L)
DArthritis (R-L)
DCan't raise my arm

Circle those common

Eabove shoulder level
flover head

DTension in shoulders
EPinched nerve in

shoulder (R-L)
BMuscle spasms in

shoulders

ARMS & HANDS
EPain in upper arm
EPain in elbow
EMovement aggravated
ETennis elbow
EPain in forearm
EPain in hands
QPain in fingers
EPins & needles in arms
BPins&needles-finsers
DNumbness in arms {-L
ENumb fingers R-L
EFingers go to sleep
EHands cold
QSwollen joints in fingers
ESore joints in fingers
DArthritis in fingers
Eloss of grip strength

MID-BACK
EMid-back pain
ELocation
EPain between my
shoulder blades
trSharp stabbing
EDull ache
EPain from front to back
flMuscle spasms
flPain in kidney area

CHEST
EChest pain
DShortness of breath
EPain around ribs
EBreast pain
trDimpled or orange peel

breast
Elrregular heartbeat

ENausea
EGas
EConstipation ,'

EDianhea
QHemorrhoids

I

LOW BACK
ELow back pain

flupper lumbar
[lower lumbar
Esacroilliac

ELow back pain is worse
when:
Eworking
trlifting
Dstooping
Estanding
flsitting
flbending
flcoughing

but NOT present.

ABDOMEN
flNervous stomach
EFoods that I can't eat

trSlipped disk
ELow back feels out of

place
EMuscle spasms
DArthitis

HIPS, LEGS & FEET
EPain in buttocks(R-L)
EPain in hip joint (R-L)
flPain down leg (R-L)
EPain down both less
flKnee pain

Einside
Eoutside

trLeg cramps
flCramps in feet (R-L)
BPins & needles in

legs (R-L)

ENumbness of leg (R-L)
ENumbness of feet (R-L)
ENumbness of toes
EFeet feel cold
ESwollen ankles (R-L)
ESwollen feet (R-L)

WOMEN ONLY
EMenstrual pain where

ECramping
Elrregularity
DCycle,_days
BBirth Control (type)

EHysterectomy
DGenital cancer
EDischarge
EMenopause
ETumors
EAbonions
EAre you or do you think

you are pregnant?

MEN ONLY

EProstate pain/swelling

GENERAL
flNervousness
Elnitable
EDepressed
EFatigue
flGenerally feel run-down
flNormal sleep_
EI have been losing
hrs. ofsleep per night
Dloss of weight:

-lbs.

EGain weight_lbs.
ECoffee_cups/day
ETea cups/day
[JCigarettes pack/day
EOther
trniuueG-
trHypoglycemia

Elying down (sleeping) DUrinary frequency
Ewalking trDifficulty in starting

QPain reliwed when I trNight urination



H. Edward Camp D.C., C.C.E.P., C.C.S.P., a.M.ii.
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS

Name

Patient History
trAbdominal pain
EAllergies
EAngina
EAnorexia
EAortic aneurysm
DArthritis
BAsthma
trB'lood disorder
DBreast soreness
EBreast lumps
EBulimia
ECancer

Family History
EAbdominal pain
EAllergies
DAngina
EAnorexia
EAortic aneurysm
nAfihritis
EAsthma
trBlood disorder
EBreast soreness

DBreast lumps
EBulimia
ECancer

Current
Medications:

Lifestyle:
Exercise:

Smokes:

Use of Alcohol:

Dietary Habits:

trColitis
IConvulsions
DDiabetes
EDislocated joints
EDizziness
DEmphysema
trEpilepsy
EFainting
flHay fever
EHeadaches
EHeart attacks
EHeart disease

trColitis
DConvulsions
EDiabetes
flDislocated joints
EDizziness
EEmphysema
EEpilepsy
flFainting
DHay fever
EHeadaches
flHeart attacks
flHeart disease

trHigh blood
pressure

trHIV/AIDS
Elrregular bowel

habits
Elrreg. menstrual
Elrritable colon
DKidney disease

Eliver disease
ELow blood

pressure
Dlung disease

trHigh blood
pressure

trHIV/AIDS
Elrregular bowel

habits
Dlneg. menstflual
Elrritable colon
trKidney disease
flLiver disease

ELow blood
pressure

Elung Disease

Date

trMultiple sclerosis
DPainful urination
DPMS
trPolio
EProfuse

menstrual
EProstate problems
trRapid heart rate
DRheumatic fever
flScoliosis
ESexually

transmitted
disease

trMultiple sclerosis
trPainful urination
DPMS
EPolio
EProfuse

menstrual
EProstate problems
trRapid heart rate
DRheumatic fever
EScoliosis
ESexually

transmitted
disease

ESickle cell anemia
ESinus trouble
DSpinal disc

disease
EStroke
trThyroid trouble
ETuberculosis
EUlcer
EVaginal

discharge

trSickle cell anemia
DSinus trouble
ESpinal disc

disease
DStroke
trThyroid trouble
flTuberculosis
EUlcer
EVaginal

discharge

ENone DAnalgesics BAnti-inflammatory trBirth Control
ftMuscle Relaxants DTranquilizers EVitamin Supplements EOther

flRegularly DModerately ERarely ENever

E2+ packs per day E2 packs per day E 1+ packs/day tr I pack/day

J%packa day or more Q%pack a day or less trcigar or Pipe ENever

EExcessively

EGood

EModerately

DFair

ERarely

EPoor

flNever

ELacking



Patient Name(Print) Date

Patient lD #

Please draw the location of your pain or discomfort on the images below. Use the symbols

shown to represent the type(s) of pain:

D = Dull
B = Burning
N = Numb

S = Stabbing/Cutting
T = Tingling (Pins & Needles)
C = Cramping

). (

6: hI:^
/Ki\

rri\!/

On the scales

Rate the pain

No Pain

below, please draw a vertical line representing your pain or discomfort:

you have right now: Rate your pain at its best in the past week:

Unbearable Pain No Pain Unbearable Pain

Rate your average pain in the

No Pain

past week:

Unbearable Pain

Rate your worst pain in

No Pain

the past week:

Unbearable Pain



Oswestry Neck Pain Questionnaire

Name: Date:
Please answer this question with only ONE answer per section. Please choose the answer that
best applies to you as you are feeling today. I realize that more than one statement may be
true but pick only the best choose based on your current status.

Readinq Pain intensiW
tr I can read as much as I want with no pain
in my neck.
tr I can read as much as I want with slight
pain in my neck.
tr I can read as much as I want with
moderate pain in my neck.
tr I can't read as much as I want because of
moderate pain in my neck.
! I can hardly read at all because of severe
pain in my neck.
tr I cannot read at all.

n I have no pain at the moment.

L The pain is very mild at the moment.

tr The pain is moderate at the moment.

tr The pain is fairly severe at the moment.

! The pain is very severe at the moment.

tr The pain now. is the worst imaqinable.
Concentration Liftinq
tr I can concentrate fully with I want to with
no difficulty.
tr I can concentrate filly when I want with
slight difficulty.
tr I have a fair degree of difficulty in
concentrating when I want.
tr I have a lot of difficulty concentrating
when I want.
tr I have a great deal of difficulty
concentrating when I want.
tr I cannot concentrate at all.

I I can lift heavy weights with no extra pain.
! I can lift heavy weights but it causes extra
pain,
E * I can manage to lift a heavy weight if it is
not on the floor.
f1 Pain prevents me from lifting heavy
weights but I can manage light or medium
weights of they are not on the floor.
tr I can only lift very light weights.
tr I cannot lift or carry anything due to my
oain.

Personal care Work
n I can take care of myself without causing
extra pain.
tr I can look after myself normally but it
causes extra pain.
tr Its painful to look after myself and I have
to be slow and careful.
tr I need some help but can manage most of
my personal care.
tr I need help every day in most aspects of
personal care.
tr I do not get dressed, I wash with difficulty
and stav in bed.

tr I can do as much work as I want.

L I can do my usual work, but no more.

tr I can do most of my usual work but no
more.

tr I cannot do my usual work.

I I can hardly do any work at all.

tr I can't do any work at all.



Netk Pain Page 2

Headaches Drivinq
tr I have no headaches at all.
tr I have slight headaches which come
infrequently.
tr I have moderate headaches which come
infrequently.
fl I have moderate headaches which come
frequently.
n I have severe headaches which come
frequently.
tr I have headaches almost all the time.

tr I can drive my car with no neck pain.
n I can drive as long as I want with slight
neck pain.
tr I can drive as long as I want with
moderate neck pain.
tr I can't drive my car as long as I want due
to moderate neck pain.
tr I can hardly drive at all because of severe
pain in my neck.
tr I can't drive my car at all.

Sleepinq Recreation
tr I have no trouble sleeping
tr My sleep is slightly disturbed (Less than
one hour loss of sleep due to pain.)
fl My sleep is mildly disturbed (1-2 hours
sleep loss due to pain.)
tr My sleep is moderately disturbed (2-3
hours sleep loss due to pain.)
tr My sleep is greatly disturbed (3-5 hours of
sleep loss due to pain.)
tr My sleep is completely disturbed (5-7
hours of sleep loss due to pain.)

tr I am able to engage in all my recreational
activities with no neck pain.
tr I am able to engage in all my recreational
activities with some pain in my neck.
tr I am able to engage in most, but not all of
my usual activities due to pain in my neck.
tr I am able to engage in a few of my usual
recreational activities because of pain in my
neck.
tr I can hardly do any recreational activities
bdcause of pain in my neck.
tr I can't do any recreational activities at all.



Oswestry Low Back Pain Questionnaire

Name: Date:

Please answer this question with only ONE answer per section. Please choose the answer that
best applies to you as you are feeling today. I realize that more than one statement may be
true but pick only the best choose based on your current status.

Pain IntensiW Personal Care
tr The pain comes and goes and is very mild.

tr The pain is mild and does not vary much.

tr The pain comes and goes and is moderate

n The pain is moderate and does not vary.

tr The pain comes and goes and is severe.

tr The pain is severe and does not vary
much.

! I would not have to change my way of
washing or dressing in order to avoid pain.
tr I do not change my way of washing or
dressing though it does cause some pain.
tr Washing and dressing increases my pain
but I haven't changed the way I do it.
n Washing and dressing increases the pain
and I have had to change how I do it.
tr Because if the pain I am unable to do
some washing and dressing without help.
n Because of pain I am unable to any
washing or dressinq without help.

Lifting Walking
I I can lift heavy objects without extra pain.
tr I can lift heavy weights but it causes pain.
n Pain prevents me from lifting heavy
weights off the floor.
n Pain prevents me from lifting heavy
weights off the floor but I can manage if they
are conveniently placed.
tr Pain prevents me from lifting heavy
weights but I can manage light to medium
weights if they are conveniently played.
! I can onlv lift verv liqht weiahts at most.

tr I have no pain walking.
q Pain prevents me from walking more than
a mile.
tr Pain prevents me from walking more than
a quafter mile.
tr I can only walk with a cane or with
crutches.
! I am in bed most of the time and have to
crawl to the toilet.

Standing Social Life
tr I can stand as long as I want without
pain.
n I have pain when standing but it doesn't
increase with time.
tr I cannot stand more than an hour without
increasing pain.
tr I cannot stand more than half an hour
without increasing pain.
tr I cannot stand more than ten minutes
without increasing pain.
tr I avoid standing as it increases my pain
right away.

tr My social life is normal and gives me no
extra pain.
tr My social life is normal but it increases my
pain.
tr Pain has no significant effect on my social
life however it does limit my more strenuous
interests like dancing, sports, or energetic
pursuits.
I Pain has restricted my social life and I
don't go out very often.
tr Pain has restricted my activities to those
within my home.
I I have hardly any social life due to pain.



Low Back Pain Page 2
Traveling Sittinq
tr I can travel wherever I want with no extra
pain.
tr I get some pain from traveling but none of
my usual forms of travel make it any worse.
tr I get extra pain while I'm traveling but it
doesn't make me seek alternative forms of
transpoftation.
tr The extra pain I get while traveling makes
me seek alternative forms of transpoftation.
tr Pain restricts all forms of travel.
tr Pain restricts all forms of travel except
those done lyinq down.

tr I can sit in any chair as long as I like with
no pain.
tr I can sit only in my favorite chair for as
long as I like without pain.
tr Pain prevents me from sitting for more
than an hour,
tr Pain prevents me from sitting more than a
half an hour,
tr Pain prevents me from sitting more than
ten minutes.
tl Pain prevents me from sitting at all.

Sleeping Changing degree of pain
tr I have no pain while lying in bed.
tr I have some pain in bed, but it doesn't
keep me from sleeping well.
tr My usual nights sleep is reduced by less
than a quafter due to my pain.
tr My usual nights sleep is reduced by less
than half due to my pain.
tr My usual nights sleep is reduced by less
than three quafters due to my pain.
tr Pain prevents me from sleepinq at all.

! My pain is rapidly getting better.
tr My pain level fluctuates, but overall it is
getting better.
tr My pain seems to be getting better but
improvement is slow at present.
tr My pain is not getting better or worse.
tr My pain is gradually getting worse.
tr My pain is rapidly getting worse.



H. Edward Camp D.C., C.C.S.P., C.C.E.P., Q.M.E.
4224 California Street Suite 203

San Francisco, CA 94118
415 922 2225

PATIENT STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

Seruices are to be paid for at the time that they are rendered unless prior
arrangements have been made.

We will accept assignment of insurance claims, however, you need to be aware that
YOU are ultimately responsible for the payment of your bill. While we do our best
to see that your insurance company pays for the paft of your bill that they should, this is
becoming increasingly difficult. You are advised to call your carrier and check your
own benefits. Only you have a contract with your provider hence they are obligated to
honor the agreements they make with you.

Dr. Camp will accept personal injury cases with a lien, provided an attorney represents you
or with confirmed med-pay coverage.

There is 1.2 APR interest for all unpaid balances 90 days from the date of service. It is my
policy to verify account funds and valid identification before acceptance of personal
checks. A $30.00 fee will be charged for all returned checks.

I have a twenty-four hour cancellation policy and you will be charged 950.00 for
missed appointments canceled with less than twenty-four hours prior to your scheduled
appointment.

I agree to be responsible for any tegal fees, coult costs, or collection agency
costs incurred which are necessary to enforce this agreement, These fees will be
added to the existing balance for the seruices rendered by the Chiropractor. I also
understand that in view of the protracted time for cases to be tried, I wave any right to
stature of limitations for collections.

I clearly understand and agree that all services rendered to me, are charged
directly to me and that I am personally responsible for payment. I also
understand that if I suspend or terminate my care and treatment for any
reason, all fees for professional services rendered to me will be immediately
due and payable,

I have read and understand the policies of Dr. H. Edward Camp and I accept my
responsibilities as stated above.

Date Signature of Responsible Party



Ed Camp Chiropractic
4224 California, Street Suite 203, San Francisco, CA 94118, 415 9?2-2225

Informed Consent

Patient Name:

Please read this entire document prior to signing it. It is important you understand the information
contained herein. Please ask any questions before you sign should anything be unclear.

The nature of the Chiropractic adjustment: The primary treatment I use, as a Doctor of Chiropractic is
spinal manipulative therapy. I may use my hands or a device in such a way as to move your joints. You
may hear a pop (Such as when you crack your knuckles) or feel physical movement.

Analysis / Examination / Treatment: As part of the analysis, examination or treatment, you are
consenting to some or all of the following procedures.

Analysis / examination: tr Thorough medical hisfory and evaluation. tr Vital Signs. tr Orthopedic
testing. tr Basic neurological testing. tr Range of motion testing. tr Motion Palpation. tr Muscle strength
testing, tr Postural analysis. tr Radiographic studies. tr MRL

Treatment: tr Spinal manipulative therapy. tr Myofacial release (deep massage) tr Electrical muscle
stimulation. tr Ultrasound. tr Mechanical spinal manipulation. tr Therapeutic exercises.
tr Mechanical Traction. tr Bracing or taping.
Patient should check all of the above procedures they are consenting to.

Material risks inherent in Chiropractic adjustment.
As with any healthcare procedure there are ceftain gomplications that may arise during Chiropractic
manipulation and therapy. These complications include but are not limited to: Fractures, disc injuries,
dislocations, muscle strain, costovertebral strains or separations and with some physical therapy modalities,
burns or blisters. Some types of manipulations of the neck have been associated with injuries to the arteries
of the neck leading or contributing to serious complications including stroke. Some patients will feel sore or
stiff for the first few days after treatment, I will make every reasonable effort to screen for
contraindications to care; however if you have any condition that would othenryise not come to my
attention, it is your responsibility to inform me. Probability of those risks occurring. These incidences
are rare occurrences and usually result from some pre-existing condition. I will make every effort to check
for these contraindications to treatment during the taking of your history and in the examination process.
The incidence of stroke has been a subject of tremendous disagreement. Incidence of stroke is exceedingly
rare and is estimated to be between one in one million, and one in five million cervical adjustments.

The availability and nature of other treatment options: Other treatments available to you, self
administered over the counter medication, rest, medical care and prescription drugs like anti-inflammatory
and muscle relaxants and pain killers, hospitalization, surgery. There are of course risks associated with
these "Other treatment options" and you may wish to discus any or all of these options with your primary
medical physician,

I have had an opportunity to discuss with the Doctor of Chiropractic the nature and purpose of Chiropractic
adjustments'and other procedures. I understand that results are not guaranteed. Please do not sign this
until you have read it and understand it.

Parent or guardian of minor child or, Patients signature Date

Doctors Signature Date



Ed Camp Chiropractic
4224 California Street Suite 203

San Francisco, CA 94118

NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICE SUMMARY

This summary discloses how health information about you may be used. A full notice of the
privacy rights has also been provided to you.

Ed Camp Chiropractic: uses health information about you for treatment, to obtain payment
for treatment with your authorization as required (check state laws), for administration
purposes, and evaluate the quality of your care that you receive.

Ed Camp Chiropractic: will not disclose your information to others unless the law authorizes
or requires us to do so.

Ed Camp Chiropractic: may use your information to provide appointment reminders,
information about treatment alternatives, or other health-relative issues.

Ed Camp Chiropractic: may disclose your information for public health activities, to funeral
directors to enable them to carry out their activities, for organ and tissue donations,
research, health and safety, government function in order to comply with workers
compensation laws and regulations, a right to request restrictions, repoft and retain a copy of
your health record, request communication of your information by alternative means at
alternative locations, revoke your authorization and requesting an accounting of your health
records. You may complain to Dr. H. Edward Cainp and to the Depaftment of Health and
Human Seruices if you believe your privacy rights have been violated. You will not be
retaliated against for filling a complaint.

Ed Camp Chiropractic: must maintain the privacy of the protected health information,
provided you with notice of its legal duties and privacy practices with respect to your health
information, abide by the terms of the notice, notify you if it was unable to agree to the
requested restrictions on how your information is used or disclosed, accommodate
reasonable requests you may make to communicate with health information by alternative
means or by alternative locations and to obtain your written authorization to use or disclose
your health information for reasons other than those listed above and permitted under law.

If you have any questions or complaints please contact: Ed Camp Chiropractic: at (4I5) 922-
2225

I have read Ed Camp Chiropractics Notice of Privacy Practices as required by the Privacy
Regulations created as a result of the Health Insurance Poftability and Accountability Act of
1996 (HTPAA)

Printed Name:

Signature: Relationship to Patient:


